
 

IF I were… 
                  – Kristy Cheuk (GW6)                      28th October 2011 – 
 
If I were a bird, I would soar through the clear blue sky thus be able to 
see everything vividly underneath me ------ picturesque mountains; 
shimmering seas; tropical rainforests… 
 
I would fly dynamic of heights and chase the sun. I would explore the 
clouds in their various shapes and forms, and make friends with 
other birds, big or small. 
 
I would have infinite freedom --- no homework; no school; 
no extra tutorial lessons.  Oh! How wonderful life 
would be!                                                                                       

 
After my flights, I would perch on a cherry blossom tree and rest while chirping 

rhythmic tunes for animals; humans and other living things to admire.  Then, 
I would dive down to the wavy river or a quick stream to have a few gulps 
of sparkling water while catching an earthworm or two.   

 
When I had rested enough, I would be fully recharged to explore higher skies, 
seeing places I had not yet ventured. I can visualize this in my mind---flapping my 
wings, brushing against soft breeze and towering past tree tops.  And should I 
see a big waterfall, I would glide along the rapid water all the way down, 
and have a race with the fish.   
 
At dusk, I would watch the sun slowly, silently and gradually sink 
into the furthest end of the horizon, colouring the sky a rosy shade.  
 
Before night fell, I would use all the twigs and moss I managed to find to build 

myself a comfortable nest.  I would look for worms and 
maybe a tail of fish if I was ever hungry.   

 
Then when night eventually crept up, I would lie in my cosy nest and watch the 
glittering stars above, watching them in awe as they glow before 
my big black bird eyes.   
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